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Stock#: 44942
Map Maker: Jarves

Date: 1849
Place: Boston
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 14.5 x 12 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

"The First Privately Printed Map of the Gold Region Based Upon Actual Observations" (Carl
Wheat)

Rare and highly important early map of the California gold region, which Wheat regarded as the most
important printed map of the California Gold Region printed in 1849.

James J. Jarves' map of the gold regions of California is a landmark map in cartographic history of the gold
regions and the earliest reasonably accurate privately printed map of the gold region based upon personal
observations.

Streeter (#2540) notes:
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Wheat gives an extended account of Jarves and this map . . . concluding his account with,
"From many points of view Jarves' map is one of the most interesting and important of the
early gold region maps."

In the introduction to The Maps of the California Gold Region, Wheat makes a strong case for the primacy
and importance of Jarves' map, as the first privately printed map of the gold region based upon actual
observations. Wheat states:

During [1848] all the larger map publishers . . . brought out maps of the western country with
. . . the "Routes to California" for the guidance of the departing gold seekers . . . but none of
these maps attempted to show details of the gold-bearing area . . .

Before the year 1849 was out, however, there appeared a few maps on which the results of
personal observation were delineated, among them those of Jarves, Jefferson, Reading and
Wilkes. . . . [Jarves] map states that it was the result of a survey of the diggings made for him
in June, 1849. It was published before the close of that year by James Munroe & Co. of Boston,
and purported to disclose " all the new Towns, Ranches, Roads [and] Dry & West Diggings,"
with the distances between them. The rapid advance of the army of gold-seekers into the
interior is graphically shown, their progress having already borne fruit in the appearance of
Stockton, as well as of a number of "mushroom cities," such as New York, Webster, Sparks,
and Boston which loom large on Jarves' well drawn-map. In the gold regions themselves,
Angels Camp and "Dry Diggings" (later Placerville) have appeared and numerous conventional
marks, signifying "Diggings," are placed along the courses of the several mountain streams.

Regarding the other 3 maps, 2 (Jefferson and Wilkes) are not focused on the gold regions, while Reading's
map is a manuscript map, which exists in a single copy (California State Library). Accordingly, it may be
fairly stated that Wheat regarded Jarves' map as the first privately printed map of the Gold Region with
any meaningful degree of accuracy, which was printed from actual observations.

James Jackson Jarves was born in Boston in 1818. As a result of an illness when he was 15 years old, he
travelled to Hawaii and later South America, publishing several books, including History of the Hawaiian
or Sandwich Islands and Scenes and Trip Through Central America. He made two subsequent trips to
Hawaii, during which time he began his career as a Journalist, and served as the editor of the first
newspaper in Hawaii. Jarves was commissioned to serve as trade consul by the Hawaiian Government to
negotiate commercial treaties with the United States, England and France, leaving Hawaii in February
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1848.

The April 1, 1848 issue of the California Star notes Jarves' arrival, shortly after the discovery of gold in
California. Jarves apparently remained in California for approximately 1 year, during which time he was
likely primarily engaged in the business of securing commercial trade treaties with the US Government,
although he apparently had sufficient time to commission this map. By September 1849, Jarves had
arrived in Washington and consumated a commercial trade treaty with the United States, on behalf of the
Kingdom of Hawaii, which was signed in Washington on September 20, 1849.

Jarves would next travel to Europe in his capacity as Hawaiian Trade Consul, but would ultimately return
to journalism and art collecting. Jarves would go on to become one of the most important art collectors
and writers of the 19th Century, amassing several major collections that are now owned by the New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art and Yale University and writing a number of important books on art.

The lack of information on Jarves' activities in California between his arrival in the Spring of 1848 and his
departure for the East Coast of the United States is quite extraordinary. By 1848, Jarvis had published at
least 3 books regarding his travels and served as the editor of Hawaii's first newspaper. By 1852, he had
published yet another book on his experiences in France. It stands in stark contrast to his prolific
propensity for writing about his travels that there is virtually no record of his time in California, especially
given the newsworthiness of any report from California in 1848 and 1849. While it is possible that his
archives include additional information regarding his time in California, we are left to speculate on his
non-official activities which led to the making of the map. It may be surmised that his interest in an
accurate map of the region was fomented by Thomas O. Larkin, US Trade Consul in California, with whom
Jarves corresponded between 1845 and 1849, and whose map of the Gold Regions of California, also
lithographed by Bufford & Co. in Boston (1848), is regarded as the first privately printed map of the gold
regions (although it is merely a tracing of Biddle's map of 1844).

States of the Map

The present example is one of two variant states published in 1849, this edition having Jarves' name
correctly spelled (rather than Jarvis) and with James Munroe listed as the publisher below the title. The
map was re-issued in London in 1850 by Hullmandel & Walton, with the revised title A Correct Map of the
Bay of San Francisco and the Gold Region to April 1850. From the best information in the Country.
Embracing all the New Towns, Ranchos, Dry and Wet Diggings, with their several distances from each
other [above neat line at lower right] Hullmandel & Walton Lithographers London.
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Rarity

The map is of the utmost rarity, with OCLC locating only 2 examples (Yale and UC Santa Cruz). We also
note copies in the Bancroft and California State Libraries. The map has appeared at auction on only 3
occasions in the 20th Century, Holliday Sale #568 (1954), Streeter #2540 (1968) and the Ebserstadt
remainder sale (Sothebys, 1985), where a shabby copy, heavily browned and stained with loss of image
brought $2,420 in a small lot by High Ridge Books (Catalog 9, #123).

The present example lacks the original covers. We have located only one record of a folded example of the
map. The example illustrated by Wheat is in relatively poor condition, with significant browning, staining
and loss of image.

Detailed Condition:


